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Capacity Aware Container Placement in
Heterogeneous Clusters using Genetic Algorithm

Bhavna Thakur
x18145914

Abstract

High performance application execution in a containerized environment has been
a popular field of research in Cloud Computing. With Docker containers being
lightweight and providing complete isolation, executing tasks with heavy resource
demands has become effortless. Due to the ubiquity of containers,highly hetero-
geneous and unpredictable workloads proceed that sometimes result in resource
exhaustion leading to start-up latency which can become a hindrance in the exe-
cution process. As the resource requirements from these diverse workloads cannot
be always matched accurately, there is a probability for resource contention, which
limits the scaling levels for further task-based containers and generates a significant
delay. Therefore, there persists a trade-off between resource utilization and latency.
Despite prevalent research work being done in this area, there still remains some
open issues in the field of optimized container allocation in the cluster. In this
research, Genetic Algorithm is used to generate a capacity-aware container place-
ment method to ensure there is a significant amount of resource available to service
the deployed application tasks with different resource requirements by creating a
fitness function based on the capacity threshold parameter. On implementation, it
is observed that there is a 40% increase in the resource utilization level, with 5000
seconds of improvement in execution time. On comparing the individual utilization
values with the average utilization of the cluster, a balanced cluster is seen to be
achieved.

1 Introduction

1.1 Brief History

The concept of Virtualization became an enabler for Cloud Computing to emerge as a
platform to deploy large scale applications in distributed mode. Reliability and fault
tolerance are provided using virtual machine technology by allowing access to surplus
resources for their execution with pay-as-you-go and high availability being the key per-
formance indicators of Cloud Computing. They paved way for virtualized clusters using
virtual machine instances to service intense user demands having dynamic as well as
static workloads. But performance overhead increased for hardware level virtualization,
due to their heavy operational requirements. The solution to these challenges was OS
level virtualization which allowed multiple isolated VMs to exist in an OS kernel.

Most of the OS level virtualization systems are based on Linux, and Docker is one such
software that runs on linux kernel functions allowing applications to run on lightweight
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containers. It runs the containers in isolation where software processes can be executed
consistently and ensures a common platform such that any software can be implemented
regardless of where it is deployed. Standalone containerized units are furnished which
can envelope the entire application along with its dependencies. With fast and flexible
application deployment and transparency in resource sharing, containers have become
popular to use for large scale application execution across multiple clusters of compute
nodes.

1.2 Evolution of Container Orchestration and Placement Strategy

Various container orchestration platforms are made bespoke to manage and cater to
the needs of the deployed tasks by the scheduler. With host selection for container
schedulers a huge problem to match for node compatibility, the cluster manager manages
its hosts by fetching the loading information of every host along with the containers
deployed in that cluster and their execution demands to scale them when required. The
docker administrator manages the group of containers as one application which needs
synchronization in execution times. Container orchestration handles the entire lifecycle of
containers starting from their deployment, availability, scaling, load balancing, resource
allocation, container migration and monitoring. Popular orchestration platforms like
Kubernetes, Swarm, Apache Mesos were created for the deployment and management of
applications packaged in containers for efficient execution [[1],[2],[3] ].

Containers have the ability to modify the resources being consumed at runtime,
enabling them to adjust the resource usage based on task concurrency and execution
needs.When a task is launched in the cluster, the scheduler decides the appropriate in-
stance to place the task. It also decides the container that needs to be terminated from
the cluster while scaling down. The importance of an efficient Placement strategy lies
in the role it plays in defining the overall performance of applications where Quality
of Service or QoS parameters like reliability, elasticity, availability and resource utiliza-
tion needs to be considered.[4] provides a detailed evaluation of the challenges faced in
container-based performances in their study. The authors specify that containers are yet
to provide resources for distributed application or policy-specific services.

1.3 Motivation

There has been an extensive research and development done on task schedulers for con-
tainerized applications that majorly aim to find an optimal method of placing containers
to minimize cost overhead occurring due to imbalanced utilization of resources and net-
working overhead generated from bad placement decisions. There persists various per-
formance issues when users want a specific available capacity meant to service all the
different work streams existing in the application. There is a need to minimize the cold
starts for these work streams in response to a new job request queued. For example, a
research group can run hundreds of potentially different sequencing algorithms which can
be compute-intensive, enabling them or any user to execute custom workflows anytime.
So, capacity availability and fast results are both important[5]. There is a need to resolve
this issue by not only creating a capacity awareness in the cluster but also ensuring there
is a resource utilization balance maintained in the cluster. This study evaluates how can
the resources required for a task execution be allocated faster each time in order to not
only avoid startup latency but to also ensure maximum utilization of resources ensuring
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capacity availability at the same time to achieve resource usage cluster balance.

1.4 Research Question

Does capacity aware distribution of containers in heterogeneous clusters using Genetic Al-
gorithm increase the resource utilization level and change the overall performance during
containerized task execution?

This study aims in ensuring a capacity aware container allocation is done in a hetero-
geneous cluster of resources such that a significant amount of resources are available to
be used for the next workload having unpredictable resource demands in order to min-
imize the startup latency caused during task execution. The study also aims to evaluate
whether the resource is used in a balanced way such that there is a state of equal resource
sharing maintained in the cluster.

In order to meet the research objective for improving the overall performance and
startup time of application execution in a heterogeneous cluster, Genetic Algorithm is
used, which is a meta-heuristic, evolutionary algorithm. Table 1 shows the gaps in existing
algorithms used for container placement.

Existing Placement
Strategies

Problems

Spread Scheduling Does not utilize the space com-
pletely

Binpack Some nodes maybe overloaded
Random Random allocation which cannot

be controlled

Table 1: shows the shortcomings of the existing algorithms used in Dockers as discussed
by [6]

To ensure capacity awareness is maintained, the fitness evaluation of Genetic Algorithm
will comprise the capacity aware value which will generate the best fit solutions. These
results will then be evaluated in Kubernetes to observe the change in resource utilization
level, execution time and cluster balance.

1.5 Report Structure

The rest of the report is structured as follows. Section 2 presents relevant work done in
the area of optimal container allocation using various methodologies. Section 3 discusses
the steps followed for preparing the environment and data along with the measurements
performed. Section 4 gives an overview on the architecture implemented, and its detailed
implementation in Section 5. Section 6 presents evaluation of the proposed strategy and
discusses the effectiveness of the deployed framework on Kubernetes. Section 7 summar-
ises the work done, identifies and discusses the areas for improvement and concludes the
report.
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2 Related Work

The key factors that affects the overall performance of the applications which execute
in containers and the recent studies which aim to optimize these factors are summarized
in Table 2. A literature review related to the proposed objective is discussed based on
different methodologies used.

2.1 Heuristic Algorithm

Zhang et al [7] consider container-VM-PM combination for placing containers and VMs
on PMs efficiently by creating a fitness function model for appropriate selection. Hu,
Laat and Zhao [8] proposes a container deployment algorithm that considers depend-
ency awareness along with load balancing for multi resource requirements of the cluster
providing a capacity limit. Considering cost and network as a primary factor for efficient
container deployment, Zhou, Li and Wu [9] and Rodrigues et al [10] present an optimal
container placement strategy with inter-container communication as the key parameter
being considered for online container allocation in a cluster. The research presents a
detailed insight on the algorithmic approach with economical benefits and computational
efficiency.

2.2 ACO and PSO based methodology

C. Kaewkasi and K. Chuenmuneewong[11] uses Ant Colony System algorithm to find
that it helps in improving the overall performance of applications that have the same
configurations as their host. M. Lin et al [12] resolves the network transmission overhead
caused in microservices by proposing an algorithm based on ACO for Multi objective
Container-based Microservice Scheduling which is compared with [13]’s solution for op-
timized container allocation. M. K. Hussein, M. H. Mousa and M. A. Alqarni [14] utilize
both VMs and PMs simultaneously by creating an optimum container placement method
using Best Fit (BF), Max Fit (MF) and ACO combined with Best Fit (ACO-BF) al-
gorithms for evaluating the resources used and schedule accordingly.

L. Li, J. Chen and W. Yan [15] overcome the under utilization of resources in container
scheduling by applying Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for optimal placement of
containers. The ACO approach of [11] is compared here but it is shown to take longer
time for computation and reaching to the solution. M. Adhikari and S.N. Srirama [16]
use Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for an energy-efficient container
scheduling strategy with focus on processing IOT and non IOT based tasks. With CO2
and temperature emission are important performance metrics considered, the proposed
Energy Efficient Container Scheduling (EECS) strategy is shown to perform better in an
energy-efficient way than the existing strategies.

2.3 Genetic Algorithm based methodology

Chen et al [17] focuses on generating an energy efficient container placement method
with the aim to minimize the power consumption in Container-as-a-Service(CaaS) model
using an Improved Genetic Algorithm. Dziurzanski and Indrusiak[18] creates a container
allocation algorithm which measures the execution time of the task deployed in the con-
tainer. C. Guerrero, I. Lera and C. Juiz [13] use NSGA-II and Greedy First Fit approach
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for deploying applications with containers that are microservices focused. Mao et al.[19]
provide a Genetic Algorithm approach to solve deadline constrained scheduling problem
in a hybrid Cloud platform for an application with multiple tasks by choosing the hidden
genes from the population set.

Aligning with the methodology of this research, Tan et al [20] have also integrated
with Genetic Algorithm for allocation of resources in dual placement of containers in VMs
and PMs like [7] to increase the efficiency of energy utilized in container deployment and
execution. Applying Genetic Algorithm in a new perspective, Boukadi et al [21] provide a
strategy for deploying Business Processes to containers by considering the QoS parameters
and focusing on creating a cost optimized allocation method. For this they use Linear
programming approach and Genetic Algorithm and compare the proposed architecture
with First-Fit strategy.

2.4 Machine Learning approach

Cai et al [22] presents an automatic resource allocation method that aims to avoid re-
source contention in a container cluster by using a clustering method. S. Nanda and
T. J. Hacker [23] use a deep learning approach for an adaptive resource aware container
placement strategy. For energy-aware container scheduling, Rocha et al [24] presents
Heats, a state-of-the-art tool that considers the dynamism of underlying hardware spe-
cifications of the container-based applications and their varied energy requirements in
heterogeneous cluster environment. Nardelli et al [25] propose an Adaptive Container
Deployment (ACD) model based on Integer Linear Programming problem which exploits
the characteristics of fog computing and IoT environment and can scale resources present
in different locations geographically.

2.5 Miscellaneous approaches

Li et al [26] and Chen, Zhou and Shi [27] propose a novel scheduling algorithm which
uses Graph Coloring Problem based on Graph Theory and a stable matching problem to
map the containers to the node according to the heterogeneous resource configurations
with their future aim to implement cluster stability. Kaur et al [28] consider data locality
and communication overheads with energy utilization as the primary metrics.Pongsakorn
et al [29] proposes a container re-balancing technique by providing insights on LXC
technology based containers and the isolation provided by them with re-balancing to
adjust the resource accordingly and Lahmann et al [30] identifies the existing gaps in
allocation of memory for containers and the utilization of memory showing a graphical
representation of the unevenness in resource utilization in containerized environment. E.
Casalicchio[31] presents a survey on container orchestration methodologies.

2.6 Other approaches:

Li et al [32] proposes an adaptive load balancing algorithm for Nginx containers which
run on their own scheduling algorithm and Hu et al [33] present an Enhanced Container
Scheduler for optimal container scheduling. Aligning with the objective of this study,
Bacou et al [34] presents a solution in Kubernetes to present optimized performance.
Hanafy et al [35], A.Chung, J.W. Park and G.R. Ganger[36] and Wan et al [37] present
a cost-optimum solution for container deployment of applications using microservices.
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Liu et al [6] propose a container scheduling algorithm known as MultiOpt that aims
to improve the overall performance of resource scheduling in Docker Containers.Table 1
summarizes the problems with these algorithms as discussed by the authors. Availability
is focused by Alahmad et al [38] in their proposed placement strategy. E. Casalicchio
[39] provides a state-of-the-art methodology for autoscaling of CPU intensive workloads
in containerized applications.L. Lv et al[40] addresses the container assignment problem
by reducing the communication overhead and Y. Mao et al[41] give a Resource aware
placement strategy for containers in a heterogeneous cluster.
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3 Methodology

The methodology for meeting the aim of the research are as follows:

3.1 Steps followed

For carrying out the research, a detailed evaluation of existing approaches was made
with their pros and cons. The initial approach chosen was Amazon ECS where, using
Blox Methodology [42], the existing scheduler can be extended to create a customized
scheduler where the aim was to implement the Genetic Algorithm logic that will take as
input the computing statistics generated by the existing scheduler and propose a better
fitting resource value for deploying of containers on the existing nodes. This approach
was not proceeded further with as there was a limitation of AWS budget usage.

Another approach was to implement the same using Kubernetes as Kubernetes sched-
uler follows bin-pack algorithm which is the same algorithm as Amazon ECS’s[43]. Fig-
ure 1 shows a high level comparison of Kubernetes and ECS. Minikube allows creation of

Figure 1: Shows difference and similarity between Kubernetes and Amazon ECS [44]

cluster on Windows, Linux or MacOS using minikube[45]. Deploying kubernetes cluster
with minikube enabled the creation of single node with multiple pods which was not help-
ful for evaluation purposes. So, the next approach was to use virtual machine provided
by VMWare to implement a multi-node cluster of Kubernetes.

3.2 Preparation of Sample data

For preparing the sample data, the kube-scheduler was deployed that runs using bin
pack algorithm along with an nginx application, an application for running Prometheus.
A custom scheduler was deployed in the cluster with default resource values and later
changed according to the results generated by Genetic Algorithm by adding the resource
limit values for evaluating the new utilization rates of CPU and memory.
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3.3 Measurements and Calculations performed

The cluster is allotted heterogeneous resource values where the master node is given higher
resources than the worker node. The reason behind this was to notice the variation in the
application’s resource utilization with the allocated resource values. The master node is
allocated 2 CPU processors and worker node is allocated 1 CPU processor. In Kubernetes,
1 CPU is equivalent to 1000m where ’m’ is ’millicpu’. This conversion is performed
by Kubernetes API as shown in Table 3. So, the master node was provided resource
equivalent of 2000m CPU and worker node was provided with 1000m CPU resource
equivalent. For memory, the measurement unit followed is Bytes. In this scenario, master
node was allocated 4GB and worker node was allocated 2GB of memory.

Resource Unit Kubernetes Unit
CPU 1 CPU 1000m(millicpu)
Memory 1GB 976562.5 Ki(Kibibyte) or

953.6(Mebibyte)

Table 3: Unit conversion table followed by Kubernetes [46]

Kubernetes gives a utilization percentage value by considering the requested CPU and
memory by the nodes(Node), and i being the number of nodes, over the total allocated
resources. For calculating the utilization values, the formula used in this study:

[CPUused(Nodei) + Memoryused(Nodei)]/TotalClusterCapacity (1)

A capacity threshold parameter is introduced here for limiting the total capacity by
setting a threshold value which should not exceed the total capacity:

Capacitythresh < [CPU(Nodej) + Memory(Nodej)]|∀Nodej (2)

This threshold value for Capacity usage is calculated by reserving a percentage value of
the cluster capacity and fitness test is performed based on this.

For calculating the average cluster utilization rate(Averagecluster), total requested re-
sources is considered over total allocated resources for all the deployed container types.
The difference(Diffi) between the values of individual container’s resource utilization(RCi

)
is represented by:

Diff i = Averagecluster −RCi
(3)

Diffi will give a set of values which if plotted in a graphical representation will show
how close individual utilization values are from the mean. After Genetic Algorithm
presents a best fit value based on the fitness function where capacity threshold parameter
is checked, the new values are deployed to calculate the new individual utilization rates
as well as the total cluster utilization for benchmarking purpose. Although Kubernetes
by itself ensures that the total requested resources is not exceeding the capacity, the util-
ization rates are calculated by considering the capacity threshold parameter for analysis
purposes.
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3.4 Statistical Techniques - Best Linear Fit

For estimating whether the outcome of genetic algorithm will enable an establishment
of a balanced cluster, a best fit line is plotted from the values generated by the Genetic
Algorithm. In this case, two plots are made for CPU usage values and memory usage
values for individual containers and the deviation of their individual resource utilization
rates from the average cluster utilization. PyCharm is used to plot the given values in
python using the matplotlib, statistics and numpy libraries. The aim is to find how the
individual resource utilization values vary from achieving a balanced cluster by analyzing
how deviated the values are from the mean.

4 Design Specification

Kubernetes is an open source platform developed by Google for container orchestration
and management of containerized workloads. The pluggable nature of Kubernetes allows
it to automate diverse workloads running with varied configurations and expedites the
entire execution process of applications. Designed specially for running containerized
applications in production environment, Kubernetes help in ensuring SLA is met with no
downtime by maintaining high availability. Table 4 shows a detail description of features
of Kubernetes and the gaps in it.

Features Gaps
Personalized IP Address of Con-
tainers and Load Balancing.

Does not follow CI/CD for applic-
ations.

Pluggable storage system. There is no provision for in-built
application-specific services like
SQL, Spark, caching etc.

Automated and controlled con-
tainer addition, removal or re-
source deployment.

Does not impose specific log-
ging and monitoring feature, but
provides external methods for log
tracking.

Bin packing of containers to
nodes according to resources
provided.

Does not follow a specific config-
uration language rather runs on
declarative APIs.

Container failover, frequent
health check and container
readiness, popularly known as
Kubernetes Self-healing.

There is no comprehensive
database and messaging system
provided.

Ease of secret configuration and
password management.

Random allocation which cannot
be controlled

Table 4: shows the what can be done and what cannot be done in Kubernetes.

4.1 Existing Architecture - Kubernetes

Kubernetes enables cluster deployment which is a collection of different machines. These
machines form nodes in Kubernetes that allow running of applications in containers.A
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cluster generally has a master and a worker node. The application that has to be hosted
in the containers are held in the pods which are hosted by the worker nodes. The master
node is responsible for managing the cluster nodes and pods deployed in it. Figure 2
shows the architecture overview of Kubernetes with its components.

Figure 2: Overview of Kubernetes Architecture [47]

The components of Kubernetes are divided into sets of master components that helps
in controlling the cluster and detecting any cluster event triggers to respond to them.
They are comprised of kube-apiserver, etcd, kube-controller and cloud-controller
manager and kube-scheduler. The node components help in providing an environment
for running and managing the deployed pods. Node Componenets comprises Kubelet
and Kube-proxy [47],[48].

4.1.1 Kube-apiserver and etcd

The Kube-apiserver exposes Kubernetes API that validates and configures data for pods,service,
controllers and hosts. It forms the point of interaction for other components in the share
state of cluster. The kube-apiserver is also responsible for scaling of instances horizontally.

etcd provides a storage for critical data in a distributed mode. The simplicity it
provides by using key value pairs for data storage is what makes etcd easy to integrate
with and popular to use.

4.1.2 kube-controller and cloud-controller manager

The kube-controller manager and cloud-controller manager are responsible for running
controllers that perform the task of monitoring the cluster state and ensuring the desire
state is reached by each controller. Kube-controller runs all controllers in the master
and cloud-controller runs controllers that are integrating with the cloud providers. This
enables the running of cloud vendor specific functions exclusive of Kubernetes functions.

4.1.3 kube-scheduler

The kube-scheduler is responsible for assigning nodes to pods by watching the state of
newly created or unscheduled pods. The scheduler ensures that the maximum capacity of
nodes is not exceeded by the resource requests and refrains from placing a pod to a node
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if the check for capacity is not met to ensure there is no resource shortage for future tasks.
Kubernetes scheduler follows bin-pack algorithm internally for placing pods in nodes.

4.1.4 Kubelet

Kubelets are agents that provides a health check of all Kubernetes containers running in
the pods deployed. They are present in every node.

4.1.5 Kube-proxy

Kube-proxy is an integral part of Kubernetes architecture as it provides a way to im-
plement the application running to be exposed as a network service. It forms a proxy
network as it runs on every node in the cluster and maintains the network routing rules
to allow inter cluster networking.

4.2 Implemented Architecture

Aligned with the above architecture, Kubernetes allows the use of multiple schedulers
as the application requirements maybe diverse and the existing algorithm of kubernetes
might not be applicable for all scenarios. Taking advantage of this feature, a new scheduler
is deployed on top of the Kube-scheduler and assigned to the pods so that the new
scheduler will be considered for container allocation instead of default scheduler. Figure 3
shows the implemented architecture. The scheduler to be deployed runs in a container
image in the cluster. The values are given as input to genetic algorithm that gives best fit
values back to the scheduler[49]. If the scheduler needs to be used for pods scheduling, the
deployment yaml file for pods needs to be updated with the name of the custom scheduler
[50]. Figure 4 shows the yaml file for pods with custom scheduler name assigned to the
cluster.

Figure 3: Kubernetes architecture integrated with Genetic Algorithm
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Figure 4: Pod Yaml file with a custom scheduler assigned

5 Implementation

5.1 Materials and Equipment

The implementation was carried out in Windows 10 Home version with configuration as
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60Hz 1.80Hz with 8GB RAM and 64-bit Operating
System. VMWare Workstation Pro 12.5.2 version was used with Ubuntu 18.04 version
installed where two VMs were created as master node and worker node [51]. To create
a heterogeneous cluster in Kubernetes, both the nodes were allotted different resource
configurations. Docker version of 19.03.5 was installed to run on Kubernetes. For running
Genetic Algorithm, Python 3.7 version was used in PyCharm.

5.2 Applications deployed

Nginx is the best example of container deployment as it is the most popular web server
used in containers [52]. An application can be executed by creating a Kubernetes Deploy-
ment file in YAML format where the details of an application are provided like Selector
to define the connection between pods and deployment, replicas to state the number of
copies of application to create, container name and image, etc, for example, a YAML file
describing a Deployment that runs the nginx:1.7.9 Docker image or a Redis Image. Apart
from nginx application, two simple applications are deployed(Figure 5). One is for allot-
ting best price to the running nodes in the cluster by considering the resource used by the
scheduled pods. Another application is deployed for testing Prometheus,which is an open
source application that is used for monitoring the cluster metrics. It provides graphical
representation of the resource utilization values according to the time the cluster was up
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and running [53].

Figure 5: shows running pods for deployed applications in cluster

5.3 Kubernetes Cluster Creation and Networking

5.3.1 Multinode Cluster creation

Kubectl is used to run commands for Kubernetes cluster in CLI. In this case, a two
node cluster is created where one is the master node and another is the worker node
(Figure 7). This is created by using ”kubeadm join” command in Kubernetes that helps
in the initialization and simultaneously adding the worker node in the cluster [54]. To
enable a secure bidirectional communication of nodes in the cluster, a discovery token is
used while initializing the other worker nodes. This is a root certificate authority which is
given by the Kubernetes Control Plane in the form of a shared token used for connection
verification as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: shows worker node is joined to the master node running in a different system

Figure 7: shows running nodes from the master node

5.3.2 Kubernetes networking

As Kubernetes has to ensure that the applications deployed are not allocated the same
IP address as all the machines in the cluster are in a shared state, it assigns a unique
IP to all the pods to facilitate networking in the cluster. Flannel is one such enabler
for deploying a networking model in a multi-node cluster environment in Kubernetes and
used in the experiment as it enables a layer 3 IPV4 network between the nodes and assigns
a subnet to each node from a large pool of pre-configured address space. It interacts with
the Kubernetes API or etcd for networking tasks like storing the configuration details
or distributing the subnets, etc. The subnets are leased to the nodes so that they can
be re-used for a different cluster. Instead of controlling the inter-container networking,
Flannel manages the traffic flow in between the hosts [55].
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Figure 8: shows flannel and coredns specific pods running in the cluster

5.4 Genetic Algorithm

The scheduler yaml takes into consideration the new generated CPU and Memory values
given by Genetic Algorithm which is executed in Python and considers the capacity
threshold as a fitness check value while calculating the best fit resource metrics. Figure 10
shows the step-by-step execution process of Genetic Algorithm.

The selection process is done randomly with mutation probability defined as 50% of
the first generation and then slowly decreases with each proceeding generation to reach
a constant. A mutation index value is chosen by checking the mutation probability value
against a randomly generated number. If it is greater than the number, then crossover is
performed otherwise it is not proceeded further (figure 9). For the crossover procedure,
a uniform crossover is used with probability value of 0.5 to split the existing population
to create new off-springs.

Figure 9: shows the mutation probability is checked to perform crossover

The fitness function in Genetic Algorithm checks the capacity threshold value, which
reserves 10% of total allocated resources, and it increases the resource requested value
by 0.5 times. It keeps evolving a new population by simultaneously performing a fitness
check and presenting the best value in the current population and making it as the new
criteria for the next generation population. The objective is to see whether genetically
evolved capacity aware population affects the utilization level and performance of the
container running cluster. This process continues depending on the number of iterations
given.

6 Evaluation

On deploying the applications, the CPU request initially was 850m in master node and
150m in worker node which gives 42% utilization and 20% utilization of CPU resource
respectively. The memory requested by master node is 190Mi which is 4% utilization
in comparison to worker node Memory request value of 50Mi leading to 2% of memory
utilization only as shown in Figure 11. Taking these resource request values as input by
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Figure 10: An overview of Genetic Algorithm

(a) master node CPU and memory utilization (b) worker node CPU and memory utilization

Figure 11: Shows the resource utilization values for master and worker nodes as given
by Kubernetes

Genetic algorithm, a fitness function is calculated where the capacity threshold value is
reserved at 10% of total allocated resources. This value has been chosen by deciding the
maximum value to be reserved and can vary for experimental purposes.

6.1 Resource Utilization

After deploying the CPU and Memory best values given by Genetic Algorithm (Figure 17)
in Kubernetes, there are three cases studied:

6.1.1 Case Study 1: Using Genetic Algorithm values

On using the Genetically evolved values for the application resource request as in fig-
ure 12(a), the new utilization result is observed as shown in Figure 13 where the master
node increases the utilization level on worker node and increases the limit keeping its own
utilization level unchanged.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: Shows deploying application with new resource values

(a) master node CPU and memory utilization (b) worker node new CPU and memory utilization

Figure 13: Shows the updated resource utilization values given by Kubernetes after
using Genetically evolved values

6.1.2 Case Study 2: Using Genetic Algorithm resource values with higher
limits

When the values given by genetic algorithm are specified in the yaml file in Figure 12(b)
along with higher limits specified, the new resource utilization level observed is shown
in figure 14 where the worker node’s limit is increased more than 100% to increase the
utilization of CPU and memory in order to service the requested demands. This is
because, when the master node evaluates the resource requests given in the container
yaml file of the deployed application, it checks the total available capacity and rearranges
the utilization value of available worker nodes first to serve the new resource requested by
the container [56]. The calculation for the available capacity is done by considering the
sum of the allocatable resource in the entire cluster. From the utilization value generated,
it can be assumed that master node ensures the worker node is maximum utilized till a
peak value is reached and load is distributed to other nodes in the cluster.

6.1.3 Case Study 3: Resource request higher than individual node’s capacity

When the request value is set higher than the entire cluster, the worker nodes fail to
execute the application and show insufficient resource message as shown in figure 15.

Figure 14: Shows the new utilization values after specifying higher limits with new re-
source values
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Figure 15: Shows insufficient resource when request crosses entire cluster limit

(a)2% capacity reservation (b) 20% capacity reservation

Figure 16: Shows the difference in the capacity reservation for memory and the time
taking to provide a stable value

6.2 Genetic Algorithm

6.2.1 Case study 1: Varying the Capacity Threshold value

The fitness function in Genetic Algorithm is calculated with the capacity threshold value
reserved at 10% of total allocated resources. On evaluation, it is seen that the lower
the capacity threshold percentage value is considered, for example 2%, a stable value
is reached later in the evolution generation, whereas the higher the capacity threshold
percentage value,20% in this case, the earlier the stable value is reached. Figure 16 shows
this variation of values through graphical representation presented by GA.

6.2.2 Case study 2: Varying the Number of Generations parameter

Figure 17 shows the results generated by running Genetic Algorithm for 100 generations
and 200 generations with CPU and memory value of 1271m and 285Mi for master node
and 373m and 75Mi for worker node. The reason behind executing it with different
generations was to evaluate the point where it finds the best fit value of CPU and memory.
While observing, it was noticed that by the time a new population is evolved for 80th
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(a) master node CPU result (b) master node Memory result

(c) worker node CPU result (d) worker node Memory result

Figure 17: Genetic algorithm outcome for CPU and Memory best value for master and
worker nodes(100 and 200 generations).

generation, a stable value has been developed.

6.2.3 Case study 3: Request value greater than the Total Capacity

In the Genetic Algorithm implementation, the ”request” parameter takes in the current
requested value of resource and ”pop size” parameter takes the total allocated capacity
for a node. If the ”request” parameter value is greater than the ”pop size” parameter, the
Genetic Algorithm code performs a comparison where it handles this case and performs
a fitness check by updating the total value to give fit results which are lower than the
total allocated capacity. An output is shown, for example, where the requested value is
2048m but the total capacity is 2000m in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Shows the fit value given by Genetic Algorithm after specifying request value
higher than total capacity

(a)Initial execution duration (b) Final execution duration

Figure 19: Shows the duration of execution in seconds for every container

6.3 Performance Evaluation

Figure 19 shows the execution duration of all the containers running in kubernetes as
given by Prometheus showing the total seconds of execution over specific time intervals.
For the running application containers, there is a slight change in the execution time but
Prometheus shows a significant change, depicting the total execution time is lowered by
nearly 5000 seconds.

6.4 Cluster Balance

Genetic Algorithm is executed for several other values of allocatable resources generated
by changing the capacity threshold value from 10% reservation to 50% reservation and
using the master and worker node limit of usage values to analyze graphically whether
a balanced cluster can be achieved or not. Figure 20 gives a graphical representation of
the utilization levels plotted for the two nodes.

The plotted graph for CPU gives a slope of -0.000357 and an intercept of 0.721 where
as for Memory plot, the slope generated is -0.00018 and intercept is 0.0895. The graphical
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Figure 20: Shows the CPU and memory usage values and the deviation of individual
utilization from the average cluster utilization

representation shows there is less deviation from the mean utilization of the entire cluster
denoting a cluster which is nearly balanced but can be better.

6.5 Discussion

From the above evaluations performed considering different performance indicators of a
container cluster, it can be seen that Genetic Algorithm reaches a stable resource value
based on the given values by continuously checking the capacity aware fitness function.
This value, when used to benchmark resource utilization and performance level, is seen to
change the limits of the cluster, along with an increase in utilization level, to accommodate
the new request (Figure 21), but if the application is less resource intensive, the worker
and master node continues to execute as before. There is also a change in the total time
duration of application execution but it is not significant and is an area which can be
improved further. Although there is an increase observed in the utilization level values,
these values depend on the cluster capacity and the demand generated by the application
deployed. If the cluster was larger with enough capacity, the same resource values for
the applications used might not have brought significant variation in resource utilization
levels. For measuring whether the genetically evolved values can reach a balanced cluster,
the deviation of individual resource utilization from the average value of the entire cluster
is measured and it is seen to be nearly balanced but there is a scope for improved results
to achieve a completely balanced cluster.
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Figure 21: Shows change in Resource metrics for worker node

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this research was to enable a capacity aware container allocation in a way
that the resource intensive applications deployed in the cluster can run without facing
resource contention. This study deploys multiple applications in Kubernetes cluster to
get the current resource requested values. The research presents the following:

• It proposes a new resource value given by Genetic Algorithm that continuously
provides evolved outcomes.

• The values which pass the fitness check of capacity threshold value introduced in
fitness function are proceeded for generating a new population of results.

• Using the fit generation of values, the containers are redeployed to measure any
change in the utilization levels, only to find the cluster readjusting itself to ac-
commodate applications with higher resource demands and gives a fairly better
utilization results.

• There is not much variation in execution time which can be improved in the future
work.

• A statistical measure is generated which shows how balanced is the cluster.

These results are subject to variation based on the system configuration used in case of
VMs or cluster configuration if cloud is used. The utilization levels may not change if
the application is not very demanding and enough resource exists.

Currently, genetic algorithm is used statically and there is much room for improve-
ment in this area as a high resource-demanding application can be used in a cluster
having more number of nodes. The future aim of this study is to use a larger cluster
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of nodes for dynamic resource measures and simultaneous allocation of containers for
various applications with an enhanced Genetic Algorithm.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of this document

A Configuration Manual is presented as a part of MSc Research Project requirements
as given in the Project Handbook. The objective of this document is to give a detailed
procedure for successful deployment of the Capacity Aware Container Placement in the
cluster by providing the Software tools and settings.

1.2 Document Structure

Section Purpose
General Information and Prerequisites This section provides the Objective, Solution

Summary, Architectural Requirements and Pre-
requisites.

Environment Development Requirements This part provides a setp-by-step process the
steps for setting the environment used for de-
velopment along with solution update

Procedure for Solution Deployment This section gives a step-by-step process for set-
ting the environment of the proposed solution.

Deployment Validation This section gives the steps required to check
whether the deployment is successful or not.

2 General Information

2.1 Objective

The objective of the Capacity Aware Container Placement Strategy is to ensure there
is some capacity available in the cluster to service dynamic resource requirements by
applications and to measure if there is any improvement in the performance as well
as a balanced cluster is reached by using genetically evolved best fit resource value that
conforms with the fitness function where a capacity threshold value is used for performing
a fitness check.

2.2 Solution Summary

The Capacity Aware Container Placement in Heterogeneous Cluster comprises a Kuber-
netes Cluster of Docker containers on which applications are deployed. Kubernetes runs
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its own kube-scheduler for container allocation by checking the capacity limits of the
nodes. On running the application containers, it gives values of resource utilization.
These values are given to Genetic Algorithm, which is responsible for generating best
fit values that pass the capacity threshold fitness check. Based on the output, the ap-
plications are redeployed in the cluster by specifying these values in resources template.
The utilization levels are again measured to see if there is any change. Taking values
of Genetic Algorithm, a check is performed to see if a balanced cluster can be reached.
This is done by observing the deviation of the resource utilization from the mean resource
utilization of the cluster.

2.3 Architectural Requirements

In this section the architecture required that forms the base is explained.

2.3.1 Virtual Machine or Cloud Platform

To host a multinode cluster, a Virtual Machine or a cloud platform is used where multiple
instances form nodes that will host the containers or pods to execute the application. Here
VMWare Workstation Pro 12.5.2 version is used with Ubuntu 18.04 version installed.
While creating the Virtual Machine, here two VMs are created and allotted 2 CPU and
1 CPU each with 4GB and 2GB Memory.

2.3.2 Kubernetes

Kubernetes version 1.4.0 is installed on the Ubuntu system on both nodes. Kubernetes
version can be checked by running the –version command in the terminal.

2.3.3 Docker

To run containers on the cluster, Docker Technology is used which enables running applic-
ations on containers by providing cgroups and namespaces by using OS level virtualization
to enable running containers in isolation. Docker version 19.03.5 is installed on Ubuntu.

2.3.4 Prometheus

Prometheus is a monitoring tool deployed in the cluster that monitors and generates
graphical representation of the running status of the applications along with performance
evaluation.

2.3.5 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm is executed on PyCharm 2019.2.5 Porfessional Edition is used with
Python 3.7 version for implementing Genetic Algorithm.

2.4 Prerequisites

The user should know basic linux commands, Python programming and basic knowledge
about Kubernetes. Along with this, the user should also have administrator access for
performing the setup.
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Figure 1: PyCharm Project Interpreter changes

3 Environment Development Requirements

3.1 Code Repository

Code is present in the zip file uploaded along with this manual.

3.2 Required Programming Languages

3.2.1 Ubuntu 18.04 or Linux Environment

Linux is used on Ubuntu 18.04 version for this project. Ubuntu can be installed and
given as environment image during the Virtual Machine setup.

3.2.2 Python v3.7 and PyCharm

Install Python 3.7 and perform the setup of PyCharm for updating the python interpreter
with the execution path of python where it is installed in the local system (Figure 1).
Check whether the environment variables are updated automatically while setup. If not,
then they need to be updated manually.

After installation of Python, the following packages need to be installed:

• numpy==1.17.4

• matplotlib==3.1.2

• pandas==0.25.3

• zipp==0.6.0

• py==1.8.0

• dataframe==0.2.1.3

• requests==2.22.0
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Figure 2: shows docker install command

Figure 3: shows docker enable command

3.3 Docker Installation

• In the two VMs created, Docker environment needs to be installed on both. To
install Docker, the command is: sudo apt install docker.io as in Figure 2.

• Once installed, check the version by running the command: docker –version.

• Enable docker on both the nodes, by running the command: sudo systemctl
enable docker as shown in Figure 3

4 Kubernetes

4.1 Key Generation

First, a key needs to be generated for authentication and authorization purposes [1]. For
generating a signed key of Kubernetes, the following command needs to be executed as
shown in Figure 4:
curl -s https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg — sudo apt-
key add.

Install curl if needed by running sudo apt install curl

4.2 Xenial Kubernetes Repository

To add Xenial Repository, run the following command on both the nodes(Figure 5):
sudo apt-add-repository ”deb http://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main”.

4.3 Kubeadm installation

Next, Kubeadm needs to be installed which bootstraps and supports kubernetes cluster
lifecycle and can run on different platforms. Run the command:

Figure 4: Kubernetes Key Generation
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Figure 5: Adding Repository to Kubernetes
.

Figure 6: Swapoff
.

sudo apt install kubeadm.
Check the version of Kubeadm by running the command: kubeadm version.

4.4 Deploying Kubernetes

4.4.1 Swap Memory

Swap memory is the space of the physical memory that is used to extend the RAM of the
system when the Physical Memory is full [2]. It is advisable to disable the swap area as
it might decrease the performance of Kubernetes. To disable swap, type the command
on both nodes in Figure 6:
sudo swapoff -a

4.4.2 Naming of hosts

To rename the host nodes to define which is master and which are worker nodes, type
the command on the respective nodes:
sudo hostnamectl set-hostname master-node
sudo hostnamectl set-hostname worker-node

4.4.3 Initialize Kubernetes

For starting the Kubernetes cluster, the following command needs to run on master
node(Figure 7):
sudo kubeadm init –pod-network-cidr=10.244.0.0/16. Install Kubeadm to run
the above initialization command:
sudo apt install kubeadm
kubeadm version

For starting the cluster, run the following commands one by one on master node which
is the output of initialize command as seen in Figure 8:
mkdir -p $HOME/.kube
sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config
sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config
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Figure 7: Kubernetes Initialization
.

Figure 8: Output of Kubernetes Initialization
.
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Figure 9: Flannel deployment and running pods
.

Figure 10: running nodes
.

4.4.4 Deploying Pod Network

For creating a pod network, flannel is deployed by using the command:
sudo kubectl apply -f https://raw.githubusercontent.com/coreos/flannel/master/Documentation/kube-
flannel.yml .
To check the running pods, run the command: kubectl get pods –all-namespaces.
Output will be seen as in Figure 19:

4.4.5 Joining nodes in cluster

Ensure the command produced in the initialization part is saved as it will be used to join
nodes in a cluster. Run the command generated in Figure 8 in the worker nodes to join
them in the cluster:
kubeadm join 192.168.159.133:6443 –token y82xjn.dza2pvat2wr4vq9g –discovery-
token-ca-cert-hash sha256:dc8749f6fa3f7ac0aaf18abe5f3a74311288f83e90b161e71fc20dc7ccb3e960

4.4.6 Check status of cluster

To see whether the nodes are in Ready state and the running Pods, run the command:
sudo kubectl get nodes
Output is as in Figure 10:

sudo kubectl get pods

5 Deploying Applications

To create a custom scheduler or to deploy a new application, a Dockerfile needs to be
generated that will hold all the application details as shown in the example in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Shows the dockerfile creation for Kube-Scheduler [3]

A simple existing application is deployed that was created for running and testing
Prometheus [4]. Figure 12 shows the deployment file used for running Prometheus in the
cluster.

Also, an nginx application is deployed by running the following command:
kubectl apply -f https://k8s.io/examples/application/deployment.yaml

For deploying application through Yaml file in the cluster, run the command in the
master node [5]:
kubectl create -f prometheus-deployment.yaml

This will give the following result if successful(Figure 13)

5.1 Kube Proxy

Kube-proxy provides a way to implement the application running to be exposed as a
network service by forming a proxy network. To enable the deployment and running of
deployed applications in the cluster run the command(Figure 14):
kubectl proxy

6 Validation

To validate the running architecture integration, first check the applications deployed are
running in the cluster or not. To check this run the command:
kubectl get deployments.

If there are any services running, like prometheus or kube-metrics, its status can be
checked by the following command:
kubectl get services.

To check whether the application are running in containers and specified types, check
with the following command:
kubectl get pods.
Figure 15 gives an overview of deployments. Wait till the status for all the containers
changes from ”pending” to ”running”. Also, Kubernetes master node allocates the con-
tainers by checking the available capacity, if the application is heavy that requires more
capacity than available, the container will remain in ”pending” state and then move to
”terminated” state eventually.

After confirming the cluster is up and running, run the following command to get
the detailed description of the instances along with resource usage and the percentage of
utilization:
kubectl describe nodes.

Figure 16 shows the command description given by Kubernetes and Figure 17 shows
the output of the command for nodes.
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Figure 12: Shows the Prometheus Deployment Yaml File

Figure 13: Shows the Prometheus Deployment result

Figure 14: Shows proxy server running
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(a) services running (b) deployed pods

Figure 15: shows deployed services and applications in the cluster

Figure 16: kubectl describe command [6]

Figure 17: kubectl describe command output for nodes
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Figure 18: Genetic Algorithm code inputs

Figure 19: Application pod yaml update with new values

6.1 Genetic Algorithm

Taking the values given by describe command, enter it in Genetic Algorithm code attached
in the zip file, by putting the requested value of the node in ”request” parameter and
total allotted resource in ”pop size”(Figure 18). Once done, run the code and a fit value
will be presented alongwith the graphical representation of the evolution process.

6.2 Pod Yaml Deployment

Taking these generated values, reconfigure the application yaml file to assign the Ge-
netically evolved values as resource request values for the application and change the
”requests” tag in the yaml template with updated CPU and memory values(figure 19).
Deploy the application again in the cluster with updated requirements by running the

command:
kubectl apply -f deploy.yaml
Change the limits tag of the template for achieving different observations of resource
utilization levels by running the describe command again. An output will be seen as in
figure 20

For checking the status of the cluster and the logs, run the command:
kubectl cluster-info
kubectl cluster-info dump
Multiple URLs will be presented for the applications hosted in Kubernetes cluster as well
as logs (Figure 21). If needed, run the Prometheus URL in the browser and select the
total duration metrics to compare the change in the total running duration in seconds
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Figure 20: shows the outcome for the new resource requests

Figure 21: shows the cluster information and logs

according to different time intervals [7].
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